
  

  

Emergency stop 

 

The emergency stop is an important behaviour to teach your puppy. It should only be 

used in an emergency. Initially we teach this behaviour with the puppy facing us. Then as 

they progress and understand the stop cue, we can try this as they are running away from 

us. 

 

There are several ways to teach this behaviour as one technique may not suit all puppies. 

 

You will need chunky treats for this exercise especially if you are working on grass. Cocktail 

sausages or cheese is a good treat to use as it is soft and easy for your dog to eat quickly. 

Cut the treat to the appropriate size for your puppy. It should be larger than the treats you 

would normally use for training. 

 

Technique 1 – Pretending to Throw 

 

1. To get some distance between you and your puppy, throw a treat so your puppy 

runs to get it. Once your puppy has eaten the treat call them and as your puppy 

starts to come forward pretend to throw a treat 

 

2. If your puppy stops click, then throw a treat behind him to reward him. You can then 

repeat the behaviour. 

 

3. You need to have a few treats in your hand, so you are ready to throw the treat as 

soon as you have clicked.  

 

4. Don’t get your puppy to come to you for the treat as it is important that they stop 

away from you not at your feet. If you are rewarding by your side your puppy wont 

fully understand the behaviour.  

 

5. When you are getting the behaviour consistently from your puppy add the stop cue 

in as your puppy is stopping then try using the cue before your puppy stops. 

 

6. Don’t be in too much of a hurry to cue the behaviour you need to ensure that your 

puppy fully understands the behaviour.   

 

7. Try pretending to throw underarm, if this doesn’t work try over arm.  

 

8. If your puppy is more focussed on a tennis ball it can help them to use this for 

pretending to throw. Don’t throw the tennis ball to your puppy as it may take a while 

to get it back from them and they won’t learn the stop behaviour, they may also 

think they are playing a game of fetch.  

 

9. Throw your treat to reward them once they have stopped. 

 

 

  



  

  

Technique 2 – Using a Target 

 

If the first technique doesn’t work, you can use a target. I find that a mat is usually the best 

target to use to achieve this behaviour. However, all dogs are different, and some may 

find it better if you use a cone or other type of marker. 

 

1. Place your mat or target on the floor at the position where you want to start your 

puppy learning this behaviour.  

 

2. Stand next to the mat facing your puppy. When they come onto the mat, click and 

throw a treat off the mat. Keep repeating this technique to ensure that your puppy 

understands that it needs to be on the mat to get the treat. 

 

3. Throw your treat a couple of feet behind the mat. Wait for your puppy to go and 

get it and return to the mat. Click and then throw the treat off the mat. Throw your 

treat at different distances from the mat to reward. 

 

4. Start to increase your distance between the mat so your puppy is stopping further 

away from you. If they start to creep forwards off the mat, don’t click. Throw a treat 

to get them away again and wait for them to come back to stop on the mat. 

 

5. When they are consistent with this behaviour start to add the cue as your puppy is 

stopping on the mat. 

 

6. When you are using your cue before your puppy is stopping you can then start to 

practice this without using the mat. 

 

Technique 3 – Whistle Stop 

 

A whistle is a great piece of equipment if trained correctly. The whistle is used to get the 

behaviour which is why it can be used with the clicker. I find that gun dog whistles are the 

best and you get different types. My preferred pitch whistle is the 211½. It is very high 

pitched and the sound travels which is great for recall. For an emergency stop whistle cue 

I use a short blow to get a sharp tone. 

 

1. Start with your puppy next to you and blow your whistle. Wait for them to sit and 

click and treat. 

 

2. Move around with your puppy, blow the whistle and click and treat each time they 

sit. The whistle will start to become the recognised cue for the behaviour. 

 

3. Throw a treat to get your puppy away from you. Once they have eaten the treat, 

blow your whistle. When they sit, click and throw the treat behind your puppy to 

repeat the behaviour. 

 



  

  

For all the techniques you need to vary the distance that your puppy is away from you 

when you ask them to stop. 

 

Once they are confident with stopping as they are running towards you, you can practice 

them stopping as they run away from you. 

 

This will only work if they understand the verbal cue or the whistle cue. 


